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TITLE/AUTHOR/DATE FORMAT MEDIA ARTWORK 

(hxw)

DESCRIPTION ITEM ID COMMENTS

Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Final artwork Black ink, 

coloured pencil, 

watercolours.

20.7 x 40.8 cm Illustration of Kate asleep in bed. Page 

1 of the book.

BG 144 Good condition. Has a tracing 

paper overlay with a pasteup of 

the text and some instructions 

in Chinese (Japanese?) and 

also by the author.

Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Final artwork Black ink, 

coloured pencil, 

watercolours.

32.3 x 60.7 cm Illustration of Kate running along 

corridor to parent's bedroom. This the 

frontispiece of the book. Pages 2 - 3.

BG 145 Good condition. Has a tracing 

paper overlay with a pasteup of 

the text and some instructions 

in Chinese (Japanese?) and 

also by the author.

Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Final artwork Black ink, 

coloured pencil, 

watercolours.

32.6 x 60.7 cm Illustration of Kate somersaulting on 

her parent's bed. Pages 4 - 5.

BG 146 Good condition. Has a tracing 

paper overlay with a pasteup of 

the text.

Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Final artwork Black ink, 

coloured pencil, 

watercolours.

32.6 x 60.7 cm 2 illustrations: 1. Large illustration of 

the family at the breakfast table. 2. A 

small illustration of the family in a small 

red car. Pages 6 - 7.

BG 147 Good condition. Has a tracing 

paper overlay with a pasteup of 

the text.

Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Final artwork Black ink, 

coloured pencil, 

watercolours.

32.3 x 60.7 cm 2 illustrations of equal size of the family 

inspecting dogs in the Rescue Centre. 

Pages 8 - 9.

BG 148 Good condition. Has a tracing 

paper overlay with a pasteup of 

the text.

Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Final artwork Black ink, 

coloured pencil, 

watercolours.

32.3 x 60.5 cm A large illustration of the family at the 

Rescue Centre. Mother confronted by 

large brown dog. Kate discovers Dave 

the pup. Pages 10 - 11.

BG 149 Good condition. Has a tracing 

paper overlay with a pasteup of 

the text.
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Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Final artwork Black ink, 

coloured pencil, 

watercolours.

32.6 x 60.7 cm 5 illustrations. 1. A small illustration of 

the family and attendant looking at 

Dave the pup. 2.- 4. small illustrations 

of Kate playing with Dave. 5.  A larger 

illustration of the family, with Kate 

holding Dave, looking into the corner of 

a cage with only a dog's nose showing. 

Pages 12 - 13.

BG 150 Good condition. Has a tracing 

paper overlay with a pasteup of 

the text.

Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Final artwork Black ink, 

coloured pencil, 

watercolours.

32.6 x 60.5 cm A large illustration of the family and 

Dave looking back at Rosy. Pages 16 - 

17.

BG 151 Good condition. Has a tracing 

paper overlay (no pasteup of 

the text).

Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Final artwork Black ink, 

coloured pencil, 

watercolours.

32.3 x 60.7 cm 3 illustrations. 1. A small illustration of 

Dave pulling the tablecloth off the table. 

2. A further small illustration on Dave 

standing on top of Kate with 2 daffodils 

in his mouth. 3. A larger illustration of 

Dave crying in a carton in the laundry at 

night with Kate looking on. Pages 18 - 

19.

BG 152 Good condition. Has a tracing 

paper overlay with a pasteup of 

the text.

Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Final artwork Black ink, 

coloured pencil, 

watercolours.

31.1 x 60.0 cm 2 illustrations. 1. A large illustration of 

the family in the bedroom in their night 

attire. Kate plays with Dave. 2. A 

smaller illustration of the family at the 

front door pulling on their clothes. 

Pages 20 - 21.

BG 153 Good condition. Has a tracing 

paper overlay with a pasteup of 

the text.

Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Final artwork Black ink, 

coloured pencil, 

watercolours.

32.5 x 60.5 cm A large illustration of the family 

cuddling Rosy with Dave the pup 

looking on. Pages 22 - 23.

BG 154 Good condition. Has a tracing 

paper overlay with a pasteup of 

the text.

Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Final artwork Black ink, 

coloured pencil, 

watercolours.

32.5 x 60.6 cm 4 illustrations. 1. A large illustration of 

the family with the two dogs. Dave is 

eating from a bowl. Rosy's tail is 

knocking crockery off the table. 2. A 

small illustration of Dad smelling Rosy 

while Mum, Kate & Dave look on. 3. - 4. 

small illustrations of Dave and Rosy 

being washed in the bath.  Pages 24 - 

25.

BG 155 Good condition. Has a tracing 

paper overlay with a pasteup of 

the text.
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Let's Get a Pup               

Bob Graham 2001

Final artwork Black ink, 

coloured pencil, 

watercolours.

32.6 x 60.6 cm 4 illustrations. 1. A very small 

illustration of Kate & the two dogs 

jumping off the sofa. 2. Another small 

illustration of Kate supervising the dogs 

doing their night 'wees". 3. A larger 

illustration of Kate sitting on the toilet, 

Dave tugs at her trouser leg. 4. A large 

illustration of Kate and the dogs 

climbing the stairs to the bedroom. 

Pages 28 - 29.

BG 156 Good condition. Has a tracing 

paper overlay with a pasteup of 

the text.

Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Final artwork Black ink, 

coloured pencil, 

watercolours.

32.7 x 34.7 cm An illustration of Kate and the two dogs 

sleeping. Page 32.

BG 157 Good condition. Has a tracing 

paper overlay with a pasteup of 

the text.

Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Final artwork Black ink, 

coloured pencil, 

watercolours.

32.4 x 60.0 cm 2 illustrations. 1. Mum, Dad and Rosy 

watch television while the two dogs 

sleep. 2. Kate sits on a lounge reading 

a book. The two dogs are asleep on 

the same lounge.

BG 158 Good condition. Has a tracing 

paper overlay with a pasteup of 

the text. There is an instruction 

to delete part of the illustration.

Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Final artwork Black ink, 

coloured pencil, 

watercolours.

23.7 x 40.0 cm 

(artwork)          

40.7 x 56.0 cm  

(overall)

A large illustration of the family and 

Dave looking at Rosy in her cage at the 

Rescue Centre. Pages 14 - 15.

BG 159 Good Condition. This piece of 

final artwork has been mounted 

on a cardboard backing and 

masked, apparently ready for 

framing.

Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Final artwork Black ink, 

coloured pencil, 

watercolours.

24.1 x 51.9 cm 

(artwork)          

40.9 x 67.7 cm  

(overall)

A large illustration of Kate and the two 

dogs asleep on Kate's bed in Kate's 

bedroom. Pages 30 - 31.

BG 160 Good Condition. This piece of 

final artwork has been mounted 

on a cardboard backing and 

masked, apparently ready for 

framing.
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Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Final artwork Black ink, 

coloured pencil, 

watercolours.

30.0 x 45.1 cm Mum standing, Dad and Kate kneeling, 

facing a jumping Dave the pup. This 

illustration is the cover of the book.

BG 161 Good  condition. Coloured paint 

samples along the right edge of 

the paper and ink scribbles on 

the top left corner. The 

illustration is covered by 2 

tracing paper overlays - one 

with an outline of the figures in 

the illustration, the other with 

instructions to the 

publisher/printer.

Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Associated 

artwork

Black ink, 

coloured pencil, 

watercolours.

24.5 x 27.2 cm 

(artwork)          

41.4 x 43.1 cm  

(overall)

An illustration of Rosy and Dave facing 

each other with tails wagging, obviously 

in a playful mood. This illustration is not 

part of the book.

BG 162 Good Condition. This piece of 

final artwork has been mounted 

on a cardboard backing and 

masked, apparently ready for 

framing.

Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Preliminary 

artwork

Black ink, 

coloured pencil, 

watercolours.

32.5 x 58.1 cm Illustration of Kate somersaulting on 

her parent's bed. Very similar to the 

illustration on pages 4 - 5 (BG 146).

BG 163 Good condition. Photocopied 

text  is taped to the illustration.

Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Preliminary 

artwork

Black ink, 

coloured pencil, 

watercolours.

32.0 x 45.0 cm 2 Illustrations. 1. Dave climbs on Kate's 

head - very similar to a small illustration 

on page 12 of the book. 2. Mum, Dad, 

Kate and Dave looking into Rosy's 

cage. Similar to the illustration on page 

13 .

BG 164 Good condition. Photocopied 

text  is taped to the illustration.

Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Preliminary 

artwork

Black ink, 

coloured pencil, 

watercolours.

32.5 x 28.5 cm  An illustration of the family in the 

bedroom in their night attire. Kate plays 

with Dave. This similar to the large 

illustration on pages 20 - 21 (BG 153).

BG 165 Good condition.

Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Preliminary 

artwork

1. Black ink, 

coloured pencil, 

watercolours. 2. 

Black ink, 

photocopy and  

blue pencil.

32.5 x 59.1 cm 2 illustrations showing Kate running 

along the corridor to her parent's 

bedroom. Both are similar to the 

frontispiece of the book. 1. This 

illustration is a pasteup and is coloured. 

2. This also a pasteup but is only in 

black and white with some blue pencil 

outlines.  

BG 166 Good condition. Each 

illustration is on multiple pieces 

of paper taped or glued 

together. Illustration 2 is taped 

to a black backing sheet with a 

label with some author's notes.
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Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Preliminary 

artwork

1. Black ink, 

coloured pencil, 

watercolour, 

photocopied 

texts. 2. Black 

ink, coloured 

pencil, 

photocopied text.

24.5 x 54.0 cm 2 illustrations taped to a black backing  

sheet. 1. This is a coloured early 

version of the front and back covers 

that were not used in the book. The 

back cover shows the family burying 

Tiger the cat. An attached author's note 

states "The initial burial scene did not 

survive subsequent drafts." 2. This is 

an early illustration of the family 

meeting Rosy.

BG 167 Good condition. Each 

illustration is on either side of 

the black backing sheet. Both 

illustrations are made up of 

several pieces of paper.

Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Preliminary 

artwork

Black ink, 

coloured pencil, 

watercolours, 

photocopies, 

printed paper.

Various This is a collection of variations of the 

cover from an early pasteup to the 

finished cover.

BG 168 Good condition

Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Preliminary 

artwork

Black ink, 

coloured pencil, 

watercolours, 

photocopies.

Various This is a collection of 'sketches at 

various stages to develop characters, 

try out  suitable papers and materials, 

etc.' (authors words).

BG 169 Good condition. Folder 

contains some comments by 

the author/illustrator.

Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Revised draft of 

artwork

Black ink, 

coloured pencil, 

watercolours.

20.9 x 15.7 cm This is a small mock-up of an early 

version of the book with original 

coloured illustrations and handwritten 

text.

BG 170 Fair condition. Some corners 

are bent. The exterior is a little 

grubby and worn.  Adhesive 

tape has been used to put the 

"book" together.

Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

First draft of text 

and preliminary 

artwork

Black ink, 

coloured pencil, 

watercolours, 

photocopies, 

typed text.

29.7 x 21.0 cm This a collection of typed  text, 

preliminary artwork and photocopies of 

the earliest draft of the book with some 

notes by the author.

BG 171 Good condition. All the work is 

on A4 paper either typed, 

photocopied or artwork pasted 

thereto.

Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Printer's proofs. Photocopies, 

black ink, blue 

pencil, lead 

pencil.

29.7 x 42.0 cm 2 sets of photocopied, black and white 

printer's proofs with handwritten notes. 

One set has been revised by hand for 

the American version of the book.

BG 172 Good condition.
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Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Printer's proofs. Coloured prints, 

black ink.

23.9 x 26.0 cm   

23.9 x 52.0 cm

Coloured prints of pages from the book 

with handwritten notes in black ink, by 

the author, on the reverse side of the 

pages,

BG 173 Good condition.

Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Printer's proofs. Coloured prints. 24.0 x 52.2 cm These are 2 sets (1 incomplete) of 

printer's proofs of the final book.

BG 174 Good condition.

Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Designer's 

dummy

Black ink, 

coloured pencil, 

blue pencil, 

photocopies

23.9 x 26.0 cm  This is a rough compilation of the book, 

mainly in black and white, with some 

notes by the author. It is not the final 

version. All contained in a cardboard 

cover.

BG 175 Good condition. Many of the 

pages consist of multiple 

pasteups.

Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Designer's 

dummy

Coloured print. 24.6 x 26.9 cm This is the designer's dummy of the 

finished artwork of the book. It is not 

quite the same as the finished book. 

There is a comment by the author on 

page 12 that the "page layout is too 

ugly"

BG 176 Good condition. This item has 

the appearance of a finished 

book but is different in some 

respects to the finished article.

Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Designer's 

dummy

Coloured print. 24.6 x 26.9 cm This similar to BG 176 above. This 

piece was not included with the original 

donation of artworks and was 

discovered after this framework had 

been compiled.

BG 176A Good condition. This item has 

the appearance of a finished 

book but is different in some 

respects to the finished article.

Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Production notes, 

correspondence.

Print, black ink 29.6 x 21.0 cm This is a collection of correspondence 

regarding problems encountered with 

the ABC, notes on production, sale of 

foreign publishing rights, artwork loan 

agreements etc. Also contains a 

"Happy Publication Day car to the 

author from the publisher.

BG 177 Good condition. 

Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Book award 

material

Print. Various This is a collection of material relating 

to the Horn Book Award and the 

Children's Book Council of Australia's 

Award for 2002. The book won both 

awards.

BG 178 Good condition
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Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Book award 

material

Print. Various This is a collection of award material 

from the United Kingdom (Sheffield and 

Norfolk) and the U. S. of A. (Antigua, 

Wisconsin and North Carolina). Also 

contains a biography of Bob Graham.

BG 179 Good condition

Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Newsletters Print 40.6 x 29.0 cm  

29.8 x 21.0 cm

Contains newsletters from RSPCA 

"Paw Prints" (Aust.) and the Humane 

Society of the US's "KIND News"*. Both 

have interviews with Bob Graham.                                                         

*Has covering 'thank you' letter from 

publisher of the newsletter.

BG 180 Good condition

Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Reviews Print Various This a collection of magazines, e-mails, 

newsletters, newspaper articles, etc. 

containing reviews of "Let's Get a Pup".

BG 181 Good Condition.

Let's Get a Pup            

Bob Graham 2001

Reviews, 

correspondence

Print, pen, pencil. 29.8 x 21.0 cm This a collection of children's 

comments on "Let's Get a Pup" 

apparently from the Sheffield area of 

the UK. The folder also contains 2 

pieces of correspondence from 

children in Australia and the US of A.

BG 182 Good condition.
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